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ABSTRA(71" 
This paper studies asymptotic pencils of linear programs in which the constraint 
matrix, right-hand sides and objective flmction coefficients depend linearly Oll i[ 
parameter, and we seek a basis that is optimal tor all large (or small) enough values . f  
the parameter. The asymptotic linear programming fi)rmulation of discounted .Markov 
decision chains has this form, as do many other problems. For this problem, we 
introduce a new canonical form for bases that facilitates computation of l,aurent 
expansions of the solutions of the resulting asymptotic linear programs and show how 
to implement he simplex method efl]eienth' in this setting. We show that tht, 
computational work to solve the asymptotic "linear program is the product of ttw 
mimber of rows of the problem and the work required to solve an ordinary linear 
program of the same size. This improves computational efficiency of the asymptotic 
simplex method of Jeroslow (1973) and a related algorithm considered bv l,amomt 
(1989). In essence this work generalizes that of Miller and Veinott (1969) and 
Rothblum (1974, 1975) for Markov ordina D' and Markov branching decision chains t.  
arbitrary linear programs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
l~et A and B be t'wo comparable matrices. The set of all matrices - f  the 
form AA + B with A ~ ~t is said to be a pencil(fnmtrices. A pemql o[ 
linear pro~rarr~s is a set of linear programs whose coefficients form a pencil of 
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matrices. The main task of this paper is to present an algorithm that finds 
optimal solutions of an asymptotic pencil of linear programs, i.e., finds a basis 
that is optimal for the linear program ,~ of finding an n-vector x that 
maximizes 
subject o 
(Ac 1 + c2)x 
( )~A l + A2)x  = Ab I + b e , 
x>~O 
for 'all large enough A, where Al, A 2 ~ .~'"×", c l ,c  2 ~ ~ l×, ,  and b l ,b  2 
,, × i. Our algorithm is essentially an implementation f the simplex method 
that requires about a constant imes m times the work to solve the linear 
program for fixed A. 
Asymptotic pencils of linear programs arise in many settings. One such 
problem is the linear-programming formulation for finding optimal policies 
for discounted Markov (branching) decision chains for all small enough 
positive interest rates. D'Epenoux [8] first proposed a linear programming 
formulation for the model with fixed interest rates. Blackwell [6] established 
nonconstructively the existence of stationary optimal policy for the problem 
for all small 1 enough positive interest rates. Miller and Veinott [16], Veinott 
[21, 22], and Rothblum [17, 18] gave strong tmlicy-improvement methods for 
finding such a policy. Their method amounts to a generalization of the 
simplex method for d'Epenoux's program for all small enough positive 
interest rates in which pricing is carried out with a Laurent expansion of the 
prices associated with a basis. 
Asymptotic pencils of linear programs are instances of asymptotic linear 
programs studied by Jeroslow [11] in which all coefficients are rational 
functions of a parameter. Jeroslow proposed an a~ymptotic simplex method to 
solve this problem that implements the simplex method in the ordered field 
of rational functions. The asymptotic simplex method finds asymptotic opti- 
mal solutions for the program for all large enough values of the parameter. As 
observed by Lamond [13], in solving the m linear equations whose coeffi- 
cients form a pencil of matrices, one needs to find an asymptotic basic 
feasible solution and associated prices at each iteration of the as>~nptotic 
simplex method for an asymptotic pencil of linear programs; this requires 
O(m 4 log m) operations. 
I Although we discuss problems with large parameter v-,dues, they are easily applied to 
problems with small parameter values anti vice versa by taking the reciprocal of the small 
parameter. 
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The study of pencils of matrices is of interest in both pure and applied 
mathematics. Gantmacher [9] and K~gstrrm [12] discussed theoretical and 
computational issues for such matrices. They showed how to reduce regular 
Pencils to Kronecker canonical form [9, Vol. I1, p. 28], which could require 
up to O(m 4) operations. Beelen and van Dooren [4] proposed an improved 
reduction algorithm that requires O(m 3) operations. Recently, Schweitzer 
and Stewart [19] provided a different implementation of the reduction 
algorithm of Kronecker canonical forms to find the Laurent expansion of 
regular pencils. 
Wilkinson [23] proposed an alternative form for a pencil of matrices. 
I,amond [13] applied the Wilkinson form to asymptotic pencils of linear 
programs. He observed that comparing the objective functions of two asymp- 
totic basic feasible solutions requires evaluating only 2m + 1 leading terms of 
the Laurent expansions of the objective functions. This requires finding the 
2m + 1 leading terms of the Laurent expansions of the asymptotic solutions 
of the systems of m linear equations with pencil coefficient matrices associ- 
ated with each basis, tlis method of doing this requires O(m 4) operations. A
similar series of expansion based on the shuffle algorithm [15] was indepen- 
tlently developed by Anstreicher [3] but in a different context. In [14], 
Lamond proposed an updating algorithm for the basis AB 1 + B 2 in asymp- 
totic pencils of linear programs that requires O(mZr) operations, where r is 
the rank of the matrix B 1. However, the algorithm assumes m - r << m, and 
the index of matrix pair (B l, B.z) is one. 
In Section 2 we ~ve a new canonical form for a pencil of matrices. VCe 
show constnlctively how to reduce a regular pencil of matrices to our 
canonical {brm. 
In Section 3, we study the nmning time of the simplex method using our 
canonical fbrm. We show that our 'algorithm finds the 2m + 1 leading terms 
of the Laurent expansion of the asymptotic solution of m equations in O(m "~) 
time. Thus our algorithm improves the complex-ity bound on Lamond's 
method for doing this by a factor of m and is comparable with Gaussian 
elimination for solving an ordinary system of m linear equations. 
In Section 4, we extend 2 Lamond's [13] result for comparing two rational 
fimctions by showing that all comparisons in the asymptotic simplex method, 
viz., pricing out nonbasic variables and selecting the entering variable, require 
only 2m + 1 leading terms of the l~aurent expansions of the corresponding 
quantities. 
2 One referee kindly pointed out to the author that the extension was independently 
discussed by Lamond in [141. 
I(R) YIN(" l i t :AN( ,  
In Section 5, we provide an estimato fbr the minimal A-values to t'nsuro 
the validi~,' of the asymptotic' results. 
Our method can be applied to Markov t)ranching decision chains in which 
the data depend on a parameter and the goal is to find policies that are 
optimal for all small enough values of the l)aravnetor. For the caso ill which 
the parameter is the interest rato, our method amounts to a son,ewhat crude 
specialization of the strong polic v-iml)rovement method o(" Miller and Veinott 
[16] and Veinott [21.2"2] for substochastic systems and of" I{othbluvn [17. 18] 
For normalized ones, in which the action in (rely out' stato is c'hanged ; at ~'ac'h 
iteration. Indeed, it can ho shown that in this case the c~mqmtational work ¢d 
our method at each iteration is approxitHately tho same as that of tht' stronK 
policy improvement method. Our method is also approl~ri~tto br t l , '  special 
case of the problems of disc'ounted Marko\ bnmclaitlg dt'cisiow chains with 
intorest-rato-dependent rewards [10] iv, whic:h /ho reward rat~" clopel,ds 
linearly on the interost rate. Mc~reox'or, our v,othod ~q)plit's to oil,or c;tst's i,~ 
which: for example, attention centers on perturl~ation of the tnmsiti.n 
l)rotmbilities: e.g., see Bielecki and Fil~lr [5], Abbad [1]. ~t~cl Al)bad at~d 
Filar [2]. 
2. RE I )UCT ION T() ( , 'AN()NICAL F()RM 
In this s('ction, w(' t)resewt an algorithm that reduces any vl(msiwgular 
l)ewciI of nmtrict~s to its can.nicaI l'¢)rvi,. To that on(t. we need the foll()xvitl~ 
defitfitions. 
A matrix is called .simph" eleme'ntatT.I if" it is f¢~rmed by replaciw~ ,ll 
elemont of the ideldit~ matrix with a nonzoro or by permtntin~ b.vc~ coluvnt~s 
of the identity matrix. A pellcil of matrices AA + B is callod retzular if A 
and B are square and the determinant of A A + B does not v~mish idvnticallv 
(i.e.. AA + B is fidl rank excopt, perhaps, at finitely, matw valtlt's of A). In 
this soction, we establish avl oquivalenco relation between t-,vo lWt,c'ils of 
,linty'ices AA + B and AA' + B'. Two Stluaro pencils of matrict.s AA -~- B 
and AA' + B' of the s;.tlllC ()r(]cr will be called lift (right) cquivah'ut if 
thort' exist two tlonsiwgular polyncmfial matric'os /~, and Oa it, h xx'ith co~,sta.t 
determinants such that 
pa(A.a. + 13)Oa = A.,~,' + f~', ( l )  
Bl~wk pivotin~ can bo used ixl the.h" vvlethcx] b<.t.ausv ot its spe~.'iul I,~.otltivf stl'u¢'tlLrc. This 
optiotl is 1lot available m ft , '  more ~.encral st'LLitl~, c~msich'v'cd h~'v'~'. 
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where I~ (Q~) is a c(mstant matrix and the elements of Qa (1~) have d('g~r('(' 
tit most m -- 1. Evidently left and riff, ht e(tuivalcuce pres('rvc regularity. If 
also I~ (QA) is a product of simph' ch,mcntarv matric¢,s, we, say AA + B and 
AA' + B' arc ,s'tron~ltj 1~ (right) ,quirah,nt. writt(,u AA + /3 ~/. (~/¢) 
AA '+ B'. 
A l)euc'il AA + B of matrices is called simple if B is an iih'utitx umtrix 
imd A is a triangular matrix that has ()n(' oft:(. l iagomd i(t(,ntit'c, submatr ix  m~(l 
zeros clscwh('r('. A siml)le pencil matrix has unit d(q('rminlmt. 
Canotli¢'al Forni 
\Vc say it pencil of tnatric(,s h,4 + B is in Catl(mic, lf(,rnl if 
( ) AA + 13 = AI' + B' 
I" 
for some matrix /3' and identity matrices I '  and 1". Call AI '  + /3' the 
ft,ldamental pencil of the canonical form. Thv m'xt result reduces a regular 
l)euci] of matrices to em'lonical form. 
TIIE()I'IEM l (A canouical form for a regular pencil c)f ulatriccs). A 
re~zular pencil q[ nmtrices is stron~l!t right equiralent o a twncil qf m~ltrice.~ 
in canonical form. 
RF.MAI~K. Th(' ahoy(, theorem states that we (:m~ r('(luce a reggdar pem'il 
of' matri(:¢'s to (:anouical form by a s('ri('s of row and c()hmm ()p(,rations (,a('h 
of whose corresl)On(|in ~ matrices is elementary or a sim[)]c t)('nci] ¢)t" m~tt rice's. 
The proof is constnlctive. At ('ach iteration, ou(" dccoml)oses the rang(' spa('e 
into a direct sum o[ two subsl)a(.es, one d(,pi'nding ¢)n A mid the other 
itldel)Cnd('nt of A, and re(tuc('s th(' dimeusion of the ore, whose range Sl)aCr 
depends ou A. In addition, w(' stat(' only lhe str()ug right e(luivalt'tlc(" r('sult in 
the the()r('m. "l'h(' strong left c(tuixal('uc(~ result can I)e similarly (,stablish('d. 
Proof. If A is nousingular, the lheorcm ti)llows iunnediatelv by obs¢,rx- 
ing (AA + B)  i = (A I  + ,4 -1B)  IA i trod putlin~ () ---- l lind 1' A - A i 
Thus, assume A is singular. \x,,(, i)ro\, e the r~-sult constructively. There" arc 
seven major steps. The first two steps arc executed on('c, and the last five arc 
r('i)(~ate(l uuti] th(, canonical form is obtain('d. 
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Step 1. Do row and column operations on A to transform the pencil 
AA+Bto 
where the order of the identity submatrix I, equals the rank of A. 
Step 2. Do column operations with I, to eliminate &, yielding 
Step 3. Do row and column operations on the block (Z$ Z?,), reducing 
the pencil to the following form4: 
AZ,, + &I &2 213 &4 
B^,l G2 + &2 223 G4 
0 &2 I 33 B1s4 ’ 
\ 
Z 11 5442 0 0 
where the order of the identity submatrix I,, equals the rank of g4, and the 
order of I,, equals the number of rows of (g,, i4) minus the rank of g4. 
Step 4. Do row and column operations with I,, to eliminate the blocks 
g13, B1s3, ZT3s, and Z?34, obtaining 
AZ11 + 41 El2 0 El4 
&l AZ,, + B,, 0 tis4 
0 0 z 33 0’ 
I 11 B”42 0 , 0, 
If I,, is vacuous, then terminate with the desired canonical form; else go to 
step 5. 
4 In the actual execution of step 3 in the reduction algorithm, ye first determine the identity 
submatrix IS, and then I,,. The form of the block AI,, + B,, is automatically obtained 
according to the order and position of I,,. 
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Step 5. 1)o row and column operations with Ill to eliminate hl i l  + /~11- 
/~.21, and /3.1~, forming 
0 AA~o + B~. 2 0 B~4 
0 A I.22 + B~.,_ 0 if'e4 
0 0 I;:~ 0 
I~1 0 () 0 
Step 6. Do row operations with 122 to eliminate ATe and form 
0 B'~2 0 B'~., 
0 AI22 + B2* 2 0 B24 
0 0 I~:~ 1) 
I~1 0 0 0 
Then, pernmtc rows and columns to place the reduced pencil in the form 
A I.~ 2 + B ~*. 2 1~  (1 0 I 
B'~2 B'~4 0 0 
0 0 l,~.~ 0 
0 0 0 I11 
Step 7. If 122 is vacnous, then terlninatc with the desired canonical 
fi)rm- else go to Step 3, and iterate on tr.. Bi. " 
Iterate steps 3 -7  until either AI.2, 2 + B* 2 becomes erupt)' in step 6, or the 
algorithm stops in step 4. 
Observe that in each iteration, the only place involving operations on A is 
eliminating hil l  + BI1 bv Ill in step 5 where the elenwnta D' matrix is the, 
simple pencih 
ll I /'22 1:3:~ 
--Alll 
Since this step is executed at most m - 1 times, Pa is tile product of finitely 
many elementar), matrices and up to m - 1 simple pencils. • 
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Ru~ming Tinw 
The canonical-fi~rTn reduction algorithm described above can be executed 
with at most 5m 3 operations. (An operation is one addition and one dixSsion 
or multiplication.) To se~,' this, observe that each of steps 1 and 2 requires m a 
operations. Next, we argue that execution of steps 3-7 requires at most 3m a 
operations. To that end, it is convenient to charge a row (a column) once if at 
worst it is multiplied by a scalar and multiples of it are added to the other 
rows (columns). Each charge requires up to m 2 operations. Observe that in 
till executions of steps 3-7, each row is charged at most twice: once (in steps 
3-5) when its coefficients are independent of A, and once (in step 6) when 
that is not so. Thus, the total rmmber of operations to charge rows is at most 
2m 3. Similarly, each cohmm is charged at most once in steps 4-5. Hence the 
total number of operations to charge columns is m 3. 
Singularity of A 
The matrix A in the pencil is singular in ninny applications. For instance, 
if only a few columns of B are changed (i.e., B is a perturbation of A), then 
A will consist of the changes in those columns and be null elsewhere, and so 
will ~t)ically be singular. If only a single column of B is changed, A will have 
rank one. Another example arises from computations in contimlous-time- 
parameter Markov chains. If Q is the generator matrix of an m-state Markov 
chain, then Q is singular, since its row sums vanish. If there is a positive 
interest rate p, the equivalent expected iscounted numbers of times per 
period the chain xdsits state j starting from state i is the inverse of the pencil 
of matrices p- l (p I  - Q) = AA + B with a = p- l ,  A = -Q  being singu- 
larand B = I. 
Laurent Expansion 
Observe that it is easy to find the Laurent expansion in A- l of the inverse 
of the canonical fbrm because the fundamental pencil can be immediately 
expanded as the Neumann series (a I '  + B') -l = L'~. ,0 A - i -  l ( -B') i  for all 
sufficiently large a. 
Reduction of Irregular Pencils 
By a simple modification of the reduction algorithm, we can obtain the 
canonical form for an irregular pencil of matrices ms diag(AI' + B', I", 0) for 
some matrix B', identity matrices I' and I", and null matrix 0. 
Next, we show that the fundamental pencil in the canonical form is 
unique up to matrix similarity. To that end, we first give two preliminary 
results, tile first of which is known in linear-algebra theory [9, Vol. I, p. 147]. 
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I,EMMA 2 (A necessau, and sufficient condition for matrix similarity). 
Two truztrices A, B ~ .q~'"× '" are similar if and only if there exist nonsingular 
polynomial matrices P,` and Qa in a parameter A such that A I -  A = 
e,` ( ,~ I  - B )Q,` .  
I,I.:MMA 3 (Similarity of f imdamental pencils). I f  two regular pencil.s an" 
right or left equivalent, then the.fi~n(lamental pencils qf  their eanonical fi,r,,.; 
an: similar. 
Pn~(f. Denote the determinant of a square matrix C by i¢51. Suppos. 
pencils AA I + A. 2 and AA' l + A' 2 are regular. It suffices to prove the result 
for the case when AA l + A 2 ~ I~AA'I + A]. It follows from Theorem 1 that 
AA, + A 2 ~~¢ diag(AI, + B,. I I) and AA'~ +A'  2 ~.  diag(Al 2 + B.,. I'~). 
Thus we establish the result by showing that the followin~ equal i~ holds: 
( ,~I ,+13,  0 )  (a/ . ,+132 (,) 
/'*' 0 I [  9, = t'~, ,) r_, c):., (2) 
where Pal and PA2 are nonsingldar polynomial matrices with constant (h,t('r- 
minants, and QI and Q2 are nonsingular. First, we show that the squaru 
malrices B l and B 2 are of the same order. ()n taking determinants on el,'[i 
side of (2) and collecting terms, we have 
IAz, + B,119,1 IV.,,! = IAL  + 132110211t\~!. 
By assu,nption, 19~1, IP,`~I, Q~I, and 1&21 are nonzero eonstat,ts, lh',w(', tl,,' 
degrees of IAI I + B]I and IAI 2 + B~; in A are equal. 
Now, since t',1 is it nonsin~ular pol)nmmial matrix with constant determi- 
nard, the same is true of P,-i I. ()n prenmltiplying and postmultiplyin~ both 
sides of (2) respectively by I~1 I iUld (r)2 I \v(' have that 
/ ) ( AI~ + B] 0 0 ¢1 Q'9~ ' = &'' = &' '&-~ al, + 13, ( 1 , ' , II I ;  ] (:3) 
Parliti,m Q,Q2 I and P~-i I and 1~ IPa2 ae('ording t(, diaK~(Al , + 13,. Ii). 
I = _ _ and P,-llt',,, = _ - . 
Q~,l 02e - /',el /',ee 
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On substituting the above partitions into (3) we obtain 
Thus, except for finitely man)' A, 
(4) 
and 
Q zl = F ,l(' It + B2). (5) 
On obsersd_ng that the elements of Px21 are polynomials in A, it follows 
from (.5) that P~2, = 0. Thus, Q2, = 0. Since the submatrices (QI,, O~,)r and 
(..I~A/II, PA'/21 )T both have full column rank, it follows from Q2~ = 0 and 
P~l = 0 that Qll and flail are nonsingular. 133 ' Lemma 2 and (4), B l is 
similar to B. 2. • 
REMAF, K. It follows immecliately from l_x:mma 3 that the fundamcmtal 
pencils of canonical forms of a given regular pencil is unique under similarity. 
Relationship between Canonical nd Wilkinson ForTths 
Wilkinson [23] (el. [1,3]) presented a simultaneous decomposition for A 
and B in the pencil A A + B, i.e., there exists V ~ 9~'" ×''' such that 
and 
A = C-1w(Alt A22 )V -1 
B=CIV(  Bll ) B22 V 
where ALl and B22 are nonsingular, A22 is nilpotent, and C -= yA + B is 
nonsingular with 3, ~ !~|. Call k the index of CA if it is the smallest positive 
integer such that (A22) k= 0. By the above decomposition, we }lave the 
decomposition for the pencil AA + B: 
AAll + Bll )V- l  
AA + B = C- IV  AA~ 4- B22 " 
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Since, All and B22 are nonsingular, we have that 
( All ) (  AII + AIlIBII )V- I  (6) 
AA + B = C- IV  Be 2 AB2.zIA2 + L2 
('all (6) the Wilkinson form. Next, we establish the relationship between the 
canonical and Wilkinson forms. 
TIIEOREM 4 (Relationship between canonical and Wilkinson forms). 
Suppose a regular pencil of matrices A A + B is decomposed into the canoni- 
cal fi~r~n and the Wilkinson fl~rm (6). 7"hen AIl + A[llBlt is similar to the 
fi~ndanwntal pencil and AB;~.zIA2o_ + L 2 is left equivah, nt to the identity 
matrix. 
Proof. From Theorem 1, we have 
AA+B=p: , (A I '  +B '  O) , 
0 r' Q (7) 
Since B~IA~2 is nilpotent ~th  degree k, there exists a mmsingqdar matrix T 
such that (', 
B~IA22 = T T 1 
Jr. 
where Jt is Jacobi canonical form x~Sth 0 on the diagonal for 1 ~< / ~< L. Thus. 
,~J, + I~ / 
AB]21A2,2 + 12 = T ) T-1 
A Jr. + lJ 
By column operations, AJr can be eliminated by I~ fi~r 1 ~< l ~< L. Thus 
q 
AB~21A2., + 12 = 7" fa. I, I (~3) 
lJ" 
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Therefore, AB22|A2.2 + 12 ~ LI". Combine (8) and (6); we have that 
AA + B=~)(  AIl + A(~IBjl i2 )fia, (9) 
where ffa is a finite product of elementary and simple pencils of matrices. 
Hence, by combining (7) and (9), it follows from Lemma 3 that AIt + A{llBll 
is similar to AI' + B'. • 
Now we estimate the order of the fundamental pencil AI' + B' and the 
maximum degree among the elements of the polynomial matrix Pa in A. 
Denote the order of AI' + B' by k I and the maximum degree among the 
elements of Px by k 2. 
COROLLARY 5 (The order of fundamental pencil of the canonical torm). 
Suppose A A + B is a regular pencil of matrices, C =-- cA + B is nonsingular, 
and k is the index of CA. Then in the canonical form of the pencil A A + B 
one h~s" k I <~ m - k and k 2 <~ k - 1. 
Proof. It follows froln the above theorem that ABj21A.22 + 12 ~LI". 
Thus the order of I" is equal to that of A.22. Since A22 is a nilpotent of 
degree k, its order (i.e., the order of I") is greater than or equal to k. Thus, 
the order of AI' + B' is less than or equal to m - k. 
Now we show that each element of Pa has degree less than k. Partition Pa 
into 
which corresponds to rows of AI' + B' and I" respectively in the canonical 
form. It is known from step 5 of the reduction algorithm in Theorem 1 that 
tile maximum degree among elements ill Pal is not greater than that among 
elements in Pa2- Thus, by definition, there exist real matrices P] and P~ 
(j ,= 0 . . . . .  k 2) such that the following equation holds: 
ko() 
r,= Ea '  , 
j=0  e l  
(lo) 
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where P~-' 4: 0. On substituting (10)and (AI' + B') -I = L'~t=0 A- t - l ( -B ' )  t 
into (2). w~, have that 
k [0 )  + '  
It follows from the nonsingularity of Q anti the fact P~ * 0 that the first 
term of the above expansion is nonvanishing. On the other hand, Campbell 
~,t al. [7] ~ave the following Laurent expansion for (AA + B) -l = 
F,~ ~-i a ' I )  t with D_k+ 1 4: 0. Thus bv the uniqueness of the Laurent 
,'xl)ausion, ke ~< k - 1. • 
Now we show a result that gives an upper bound for the number of 
itt'rations in the rednction algorithm given in Theorem 1. 
TIIEOI~,I,:M 6 (Upper bound for the iterations in the reduction algorithm), 
Suppose A A + B is a regular pencil of matrices, C =- cA + B is nonsingular, 
and k is the index of CA. Then the canonical-form reduction algorithm 
ter~inates atier at ,u~st k - 1 iteratiot~s'. 
Proof. Observe from step 5 of the algorithm that the maximum degree 
of the crlements in Pa increases by 1 at step 5 in each iteration. Thus, since 
the maximum degree among the elements of PA is k, 2 ~< k - 1, there are at 
most k - 1 iterations before termination. • 
3. S()INING REGULAR PENCILS OF EQUATIONS 
In this section, we study the asymptotic solution of a regular perwil of 
equations, i.e., a system of m linear equations whose coefficient matrix and 
right-hand side together form a pencil of matrices with the coefficient matrix 
being a regular pencil. We give a canonical representation for the solution to 
these equations and obtain it by applying the canonical-form reduction 
algorithm to an augmented pencil in which the right-hand side is appended ~s 
a column and the identi~' matrix is appended as rows. We also show that 
application of our canonical-form reduction algorithm to the augmented 
pencil runs in O(m ~) time. We use this representation to find the Laurent 
expansion of the asymptotic solution of the pencil of equations. 
We show in Section 4 that each iteration of the asymptotic simplex 
method entails solving pencils of equations to f ind--for a given basis--the 
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dual prices, basic feasible solution, and representation f the column entering 
the basis. We prove there that the computations at each iteration require the 
values of only 2m + 1 leading terms of the Laurent expansions of the 
asymptotic solutions of the respective pencils of equations. For that reason, 
we show here how to find 2m + 1 leading terms of the Laurent expansion of 
the asymptotic solution of a regular pencil of equations. We do this by using 
the canonical-form reduction algorithm and then expanding the fundamental 
pencil of the canonical form in a Neumann series. We show how to imple- 
ment this method in O(m a) time. 
Solving Pencils of Equations 
Now we apply our canonic'd-form reduction algorithm to find an asymp- 
totic solution of tile pencil of equations 
(AA + B)x =b, (11) 
for 'all large enough a where A and B are constant matrices and b, -= 
Ab 1 + b. 2. By Theorem 1, AA + B can be reduced to canonical form, i.e., 
there exist Q and Px such that 
AA+B=P~,-I( AI'+B' ) I" Q - ' '  (12) 
where Pa is a finite product of simple elementary matrices and simple 
pencils. On substituting (12) into (I1) and premultiplying both sides by P,, 
(11) becomes 
AI' + B' ) 
I" Q 'x = Pxba --- [~,. (13) 
Hence, the solution x = xa to the pencil of equations has the representation 
x, = QS, (14) 
where 
T , ,=( (a I '+s ' ) - ' )  
r' t;,. (15) 
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The representationA(14)-( 15) h s ows that the solution x of the pencil of 
equations depends on bA and Q. Direct computation of the former by finding 
P,, and using the definition (13) would require O(m4) time because the 
elements of PA are polynomials in A with degrees up to m. We show that the 
running time can be cut to 0(m3) by instead applying the canonical-form 
reduction algorithm to an augmented pencil of matrices. 
Observe from (12) that PA and Q correspond respectively to the row and 
column operations of the reduction algorithm. Thus application of the row 
(the colu&mn) operations of the reduction algorithm to bA (to I> produces the 
desired bh = P,b, (0). For th’ is reason, application of the reduction algorithm 
to the rows and columns of the augmented pencil of matrices 
hA+B b, 
1 0 
that contains AA + B yields 
PA *A + B)Q P,b, 
Q 0 
(16) 
Laurent Expansion of an Asymptotic Solution 
Next we consider how to find the Laurent expansion of the asymptotic 
solution xh. From (141, it suffices to find that of 5,. To that end, partition 
&, zz 
& ! I iif 
according to diad(A1 + B’)-‘, I”). Therefore 
(AI’ + B’)-%; 
@ 
By Theorem I,*the elements of PA have degrees at most m - 1, so the 
components of b, are polynomials with degree m or less, say 
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For all large enough A,
(AI '  + B')  -1 = A- l ( / '  + A - 'B ' )  -1 = Y'~ A- t - ' ( -B ' ) l .  (18) 
I=0  
It remains to show how to compute ach term of the Laurent expansion of 
= F - i= -m A- ~b] = (AI' + B')-1~2. To that end, it suffices to muhiply 
the Maclaurin expansion (18) of (AI' + B' ) - l  bv the pol~mmial vector (17) 
of b,~. Ilencc, for I >/ -m,  t)] can be computed" from the recursion 
ff, , 
| -  ,,t2, ,,,,,-t, 
/ = --in, 
-m<l  <~O, 
/=1 ,2  . . . . .  
(19) 
Running Time 
Next, we show that the canonical reduction of the augmented pencil runs 
in O(m 's) time. Then, we prove that finding the 2m + 1 leading terms of the 
Laurent expansion of x, requires O(m :l) time. 
TIIEOREM 7 (Running time to reduce the augmented pencil). Canonical 
reduction of the augmented pencil ¢¢a regular pencil AA + B m~ns in O(m ~) 
tinw. 
Proof. Steps 1 and 2 are executed only once and run in O(m 3) time. 
Steps 3-7 are carried out iterativelv. Assume that at the beginning of the/ th  
iteration, m t is the order of the leading principal submatrix (excluding the 
identi b' submatrix block and txvo off-diagonal zero blocks) and ifi I is the 
nu,nber of rows independent of the paranletc'r A. 
In steps 3, 4, and 5, the row operations on the AA + B block require 
O(~tm t) time. For the b,-block, since the degree of each element in A is at 
most l, the row operations run in O(~tmtl) time. The cohmm operations in 
these three steps run in O(n~tm ~) time on the AA + B block and in 
O(iiitm 2) tilne on tile Q-block. Together, these three steps run in O(~tm 2) 
time. 
In step 6, observe that the number of rows of AT.) is m~+ l, so eliminating 
AT: ~ by 122 runs in O(~l. imp) time on the AA + B block, and in O(7fit~ tmJ) 
time on the /),-block. Then, the row and eohunn permutations in the 
iteration run in O(~pn "2) time. Hence, the running time in this step is 
O((~t + ~t, ,) m2). 
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Thus, in the /th iteration, the running time is 0 ( (~ t + m/, i )m- ' ) .  It 
f~dlows From ~t }fit ~ m that the running time o|" the algodthm is 
( ) Y' o ( (~,  + ~, .  ,), , , :)  = o Y'. (ra, + ~, .  ,),,,-' .<< o(.~,,, :~) = o ( , , , ' ) .  
/ / 
(~()P,()I,I.-~,I'I} ~ (l'hmning time to |'ind finite terms o1" the Laurent expansion 
of the solutions), l"indin~ 2m + 1 leadin~ terms ,~f the l,aurenl cxpan.s'ion 
of an as!/mptotic solution of a regular pencil qf m equation.s' requires O(m i) 
,,qwratitms. 
I'roc!f. It is known from Theorem 7 that O(m '~) operations are needed 
h~ reduce the system to the form 
~"A 
't,,' 
= Q 
(7,,' 7,~ ) 
Now. compute 2m + 1 leading terms of the I,aurent expansions of the 
e]e,nents ,,t" ~ and b~. Si,,ce /-)~-' = t')~ is im,nediate]v av,,ilable t'rom the 
execution of the reduction algorilhm on the augmented peneil (16), we only 
estimate the operations needed t(~ find the expansions of 
T,,' = (a / '  + I~') 't;). 
Sinc'e the order of B' and the number of components of b) are both at 
most m fi~r / > -m,  the multiplication of B' and b: rims in O(m-') time. 
From the recurs|re relation (19), computing eaeh veetor b) runs in O(m-') 
time. From the recurs|re relation (19), computing each vector )-7) runs in 
O(m ~) time. Therefore, the running time for eonaputing the 2m + I leading 
terms of the Laurent expansion of b), viz., b/' for -m ~< l ~< 2m, is O(m~). 
Next, we calculate the nmning time for finding the 2m + 1 leading terms 
of the Laurent expansion of asymptotic, solution x = ()b~. Since Q is a 
(.'ollslan| matrix, it suffices to compute Qb; fi)r -m ~< / ~ 2m, each of which 
runs in O(m 2) time. t lenee, the result of the theorem fi~llo,a's. • 
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4. ASYMPTOTIC SIMPLEX METHOD 
YING HUANG 
The asymptotic simplex rrwthod entails using the ordinary simplex method 
on a linear program whose coefficients depend on a parameter with the 
proviso that the selection of the entering and exiting columns of the basis at 
each iteration must be valid simultaneously for all large enough values of the 
parameter. In this section, we propose an efficient implementation of the 
asymptotic simplex method for the pencil of linear programs ,~a defined in 
Section 1 that entails O(m) times the work of the ordinary simplex method. 
We assume without further mention that ther(.' is a m X m submatrix of the 
constraint matrix pencil fbrming a regular pencil, an assumption that is 
harmless if we use the two-phase simplex method, and the problem is 
nondegenerate. '5 
At each iteration of the asymptotic simplex method, comparisons are 
needed to check dual feasibility, select the entering nonbasic variable, and 
either discover an unbounded ray or select he exiting basic variable. Each of 
the related quantities depends on the inverse of the basis. The basis is a 
regular pencil of matrices in the asymptotic pencil of linear programs. Thus, 
finding the exact tbrnls of these quantities can be computationally expensive. 
We show in this section that these exact forms are not needed. Indeed, we 
show that 2m + 1 leading terms of the Laurent expansions of these quanti- 
ties are sufficient o execute the asymptotic simplex method (see also footnote 
2). This extends a result (of. [16] and Lemma 9 below) of Lamond [13] that 
shows it suffices to check the signs of the leading 2m + 1 terms of the 
Laurent expansions of two basic feasible solutions to compare the objective- 
function values of the two solutions. 
Asymptotic Simplex Method 
We warn the reader at the outset that all statements involving A in the 
sequel are presumed without filrther mention to hold for all large enough h. 
Denote the current basis, the jth objective function coefficient, and the 
jth coluinn of AA t +A 2 by B A--- AB 1 + B 2, c~-  hc{ +c~, and A~ = 
AA{ + A{, respectively. Thus, at each iteration, the jth column, right-hand 
side, dual price, and jth dual slack are respectively ~ = B a- ~AI, ba = 
5 A linear program issaid to be nondegenerate if any m columns of the coefficient matrix 
are linearly' independent and eve~' extreme point of the feasible region has m strictly positive 
variables. 
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B~ l (Ab,  + b,2), rrx = c~B a l, an , ]  ~ = rr,~A j - c'~. where cff is the vect()r of 
the objective function coefficients corresponding to the variables in the basis. 
l,et I N be the index set of nonb~tsic variables. The following three steps are 
necessary to carry" out an iteration of the asymptotic simplex method. 
Step l: Check dual feasibility and select entering variable. Find k ~ I x 
for which (-~ < 0. If no such k exists, the current basis is optimal. Otherwise. 
s('lect the kth nonbasic variable to enter the basic set, an(t go to step 2. 
Step 2: Check unboundedness, l)etermine the sign of the ith component 
A--~, of ~ tf all signs are nonpositive, the objective ['u wtion is unl)ounded 
above. Otlwrwise, g(, to step 3. 
St(q) 3: Select exiting basic variable. Select the gth of th(~ basic columns 
t¢, exit by choosing ~ so that 
- rain 
Compar~vons Usin~ Laurent Expansions 
Direct implementation f tile above steps can be computationall, expen- 
six:c, since finding the exact forms of ~:;( for j ~ Ix., ~ ,  and b~ requires 
solution of swnbolic equations. Instead we use the I,aurent expansions of the 
above quantities to implement the comparisons in steps 1-3 and show that 
these Laurent expansions can be found from the representation of the 
solution of regular pencils of equations discussed in Section 3. 
Since the elements of ~ tor j ~ Ix,, A-~, and T)~ are rational functions of 
A, tlwv have I,aurent expansions in A. It follows from the fact that all 
el¢'m¢'~lts of B~ -I have the common denominator IBm[ of degree m 
that c~ = Y'.~=_,,, I A tc /  f'(,r j ~5 Ix.. ~ = ~ .. . . .  A t,.'t~'t, and 
hA = ~'~" . . . . .  A ttfl. VCe shortly show how to COml)utc the needed terms of 
these expansions. 
Recal] that a vector C is lexico~raphically nonm;gatice, written C" >- t), if 
the first nonvanishing element (if any) of C is positive. Similarly, write C ~- 0 
if C ~- 0 and C =~ 0. Also write (" -< 0 (C -< (1) if --C >- () ( -  C >- 0). 
The reader is wanled that in the sequel, we frequently use the following 
~rneric notation: if C x = ~ ,,,- iA-lf;t, put C* - (C  '" ' C m . . . )  
and C*( I ,n)  =( ( ' - I  ... C"). Observe C a >/0 if and only if C* ~ 0 and 
(;a = 0 if" and only i{" C* = 0. 
Next we consider how to find Laurent expansions of F~ for ,j ~ Ix, ,.~, 
an(t t)~. By (tefinition, ~ and ,~ ar(' the solutions (,f" the rest)ectivc l)encils of 
equations 
B, ~ = A~ (2()) 
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and 
= b,. (21)  
To colnpute the Laurent expansion of K,; = ~', A{ - c~, we need the Laurent 
expansion of the dual price ~',. Recall that 7r, is the. solution of the pencil of 
equations 
8,  = (22)  
It follows from the discussion in Section 3 that we can apply the method 
developed in that section to find the Laurent e×pansions for asymptotic 
sohltions of the pencils of Equations (20), (21), and (22). In fact, the solution 
procedures of (20) and (21) can be combined by appending column AJx to the 
augmented pencil and then applying the canonical-forin reduction algorithm 
to the enlarged augmented pencil. 
In order to taro' out step 3, we need the Laurent expansion of the ratio 
t),,/A--~,, for ~ ,  > 0. However, unlike ~,J, A--~,,, and T~,, whose Laurent 
expansions can be obtained by soMng (20), (21), and (22), we are not able to 
do so for 5,JA--~,~. Observe that with k fixed, the sign of {gaJA--~A , - T),JA-~,~ = 
l)*,r( A-~*i A"~)- ' is determined by the sign of D,, r = [9,, A'~a~ - T)Ar I-~Ai, since 
zQi A~, r > 0 by assumption. Thns, to check whether the ith ratio is smaller or 
larger than the rth, it is sufficient o check the sign of the Lmrent expansion 
Da,, = E ~t=-,. ,/-~D[~. Put 19: - (Dr"  D,; '+~ . . . )  and D*,(l, n) =- 
(Dr  • " D:'~). 
We can now rewrite steps 1-3 in terms of the coefficients of the Lmrent 
expansions as tbllows. 
Step 1': Cheek dual feasibility and select entering variable. Find k E I x 
tor which F t* -< 0. If no such k exists, the current basis is asymptotically 
optimal. Otherwise, select the kth nonbasic olumn for ent o, into the basis, 
and go to step 2'. 
Step 2': Check unboundedness. The sign of A--~ is positive, zero, or 
negative according as ~,* :~, =, or <0. If" A--** <_ 0, then the objective 
fimction is unboundett above. Otherwise, go to step 3'. 
Step 3': Select exiting basic: variable. Put J - {i I A--~,~ > 0}. Select the 
gth of the basic columns to exit the basis by choosing ~ ~ J so that D*,. -< 0 
for all r~ J .  
Finite Tn~ncation 
Each of steps 1'-3' requires lexicographie comparisons for the infinite 
vector ~J*, ~-~k,, and/or D* r, which is not feasible in practice. Thus, in tile 
following, we give a finite tnmcation result that describes how many leading 
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terms of the corresponding Laurent expansions are needed to complete the 
above three steps. To that end, we reformulate a related result from [13] 
whose proof is presented in the Appendix. 
I,I::MMa 9 (When the Laurent expansion of a rational function vanishes). 
Suppo.s.e z, = ua /w a is a rational fu,wti im of A tcith the degrees of th,' 
polynomials u a and u'~ being K and L respectively. 7tu:n z a = ~, t. ~ A ' z , .  
Iflal.s'o (zt_~, "" z t )  = O. then z a = O. 
TtIE()I~,EM 10 (Carrying out the asymptotic sinq)lex method using leading 
terms of I,aurent expansions). At each iteration of the asymptotic .simplm 
method, the fidlotring three equivalence m:latim~.s" hold: 
(a) For each k ~ I:~.. ca k = 0 .fi,r all large emmgh a { faml  ,,nly !t" 
F~*( -m - 1, m)  = O. 
(b) For each j ~ l.x., A-J., = I) ft . -  all large ,',.,u~h a { faml  italy !f 
,g , : * ( -  m, m)  = O. 
(c) l)em,t," the degree of I Bal by L. Then.l},r i ,  ,- e i x , l)ai ' = o fi,,- all 
large ,',~ough a {land only ~f I),*,(2 I, - -2m,  2L)  = 0. 
Pro/¢. For all the three equivalence relations, it suffices to show the " i t '  
t,art. By definition, r.:, t = 7r, A~ - (',~. It is kno,,~ that the elements of B, ; 
can be" rational fimctions of a x~ith common denominator IB, I, and the' 
maxinmnl de~rees of the numerator and denominator K and 1, respectively. 
where K ~< m - 1 and L ~< m. Next. we consider each of the three eql,iva- 
h'nce relations. 
(a): It tbllows that 17~ can have mnnerators and denominat~rs with 
nazcximuna degrees (K  + 2) v (L  + 1) and L respectively, where thv corn- 
mon denominator is I Bal. It follows from Lemma 9 that if c at - 0 for 
L - (K  +'2) v(L+ 1) <~I <~I.. 
then ¢=a t = 0. Since L -  (K+ 2) V (L  + 1) > -1  - m and I, ~< m. thv 
result of (a) f~)llows. 
(b): l';ach component A~i of ,.'t~ = B a IA,~ has numerator and den~mliua- 
tor with maximum degrees K + 1 and L respectively. Thus, it tbllows from 
[,emma 9 that if ~t  = 0 for 1, -  K -  1 ~ I ~ L. then :~-~, = (). Sinct. 
I, - K - I > -m and L ~< m, the result tbllows. 
(c): Since z~ = B a tA: a and ha, = B~-lbai, they have a comn,m denomina- 
lot I Bal. Thus the mmaerator and denominator of l)a, ,. have degrees at most 
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2K + 2 and 2L. Itence, by Lemma 12, i f  D[r = 0 for 2L - 2(K + 1) ~< l ~< 
2L, then D,~ir = 0. Since K + 1 ~< m, the result follows. • 
5. ESTIMATING TI lE MINIMAL A-VALUES 
By applying the asymptotic simplex method develotmd in Section 4, one 
can find an optimal solution x~ of the asymptotic pencils of linear programs 
°3a. In other words, xa is an optimal solution of tile linear program °,gaa for all 
sufficiently large A. In Section 4, we didn't address the question of what 
values the A's should take on to warrant ile validity of the asymptotic results. 
For practical purposes, however, it is of interest o proxfde estimates for the 
minimal value of such A's. This is the main topic of this section. 
To ensure that x~ is an optimal solution of the asymptotic pencils of 
linear programs ~,3 a~, it is necessary that x~ and ~ be nonnegative, where xa s
is a solution of Equation (21), and ?a = 7raA A - c A with the dual price ~'~ 
being a solution of Equation (22). Hence, our main task then becomes to 
provide an estimate tbr A* such that xa s >~ 0 and ?.~ >~ 0 for all A >1 A*. In 
the sequel, we concentrate our dism~ssion on the results re~arding xSa and 
contend that those fl~r cA can be established similarly. 
In the proposed asymptotic simplex method of Section 4, we only need to 
consider (and therefore compute) the 2m + 1 leading terms of the Laurent 
expansion of xa s. Even though the 2m + 1 leading terms are sufficient for 
establishing the asymptotic results, they are not adequate for the puwose of 
estimating A*. In the following, we propose a method to estimate A* by using 
only the 2m + 1 leading terms of x, s and several other quantities that 
become available as the 2m + 1 leading terms are computed. 
By applying our canonical-form reduction algorithm to find asymptotic 
solutions of Equation (11) and compl,ting the 2m + 1 leading terms of the 
Laurent expansions through Equations (12)-(18), we obtain 
) r' ~ 
= E A'x  
l = - -  t~l 
= a-'x," + E 
l = - m l = nt  + I 
A- tQt( - B')t l/~ ' , (23) 
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where Q = (Q~, Q2) is part i t ioned aeeor(hng to diag((A I' + B')-~. I"), 
/ ; -=  /;~ = . ,  
1=0 f ig ,  / 
. . . .  ui of xff is nonzero,  then and/~l  ~ Et=0( -B ' ) t~ l  _t. If  the ith component  x~ 
I .... ,,, . > 0. l .et x , be the leading nonzero term in the 
I .aurent expansion of  xa'l~'. Then .r m,,,, > 0 and -m ~ m, ~< m by l ,emma 9. 
Call II!,,lle = (yry) l /2  the 2-norm of a v('ctor y e .~){". For  a matrix 
A E ~){'" ×'', its 2-nor'm is def ined as 
IIAyll2 
IIAll,) ~- Sill) - -  
,s*0 II !1112 
The 2-norm has the iml)ortant s'ubmultiplicatiw" property  that tbr even  
A ~ .~1~ ...... and y ~ ~"  we have 
IIAyll~ < IIAII211!/II~. (24) 
The i ,~nity norm of y c ~t" is def ined as I lylL ~ m~Lx~t~ ,, ly/I. The 
above two norms have the fol lowing relationship: 
I lxlk ~< II.rll~. (25) 
To establ ish the main result, we also need an upper  bound on the roots of 
a Wen polynomial .  There  are several di f ferent upper  bounds on the roots 
(set, Theorem 5.5.8 of  [20]), one of which is d(~scri|)e(t in the following 
]enllna. 
LEMMA i1 (An t ipper bound on the roots of  a pol)11onaial). For all roots 
~: of an arbitrary polynomial p(x)  = aox" + alx" i + ... +a,,  
]~,l~< ~* - max 1, ~ f J • 
/=1 
FurtherTlu~re, for a real-coefficient polynomial p( x ) with a 0 > 0, we have 
p( x ) > O fi~r all real x > ~*. 
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Proof. The first part tbllows directly from Theorem 5.5.8 of [20]. 
To prove the second part, observe that the inequalities in the first part 
also imply that there are no real roots of p(x) greater than s c*. Therefore, 
p(x) will not change sign for x > s c*. On the other hand, p(x) is positive for 
all sufficiently large x since a 0 > 0. [Ience, p(x) is positive for x > s c*. • 
TIIEOBEM 12 (Estimating the minimal paraineter value with which the 
u be an asymptotic .~olution of Equation solutions are nonnegative), l~t x A
(l 1) and its Laurent extmnsion be giwm by (23). Put 
~.* = rn,LIx 
s~ .... ~ldll + Idi,, 
/-'-~ / = m r 
1, [IB'II~,, max rj+, 
1 ~< i <~ m " m 
wherefi>r each i, d I - x/B+i 1 - -  IIB'll.2x~' f i ,r ,,,, ~< l ~< ,n and 
u,+ ii B,II,_4, iiO~ 112 i1[) ~ 112. di,, -= II B'II2 x,,, 
77wn x~ is nonnegative for all A > A*. 
Proof. 12~t 1,,,× a ~ !fl'" be a vector of all l's. It follows from the 
expression (23) and properties (24)-(25) that 
B tlC/B .r~ >/ 2, . - 
1-  -m 1 = . t  * I 
A *IIQ ( -B ' )  t ~D~I[-,.1,,,×, 
>/ g ,~ i ¢_  g - - [ I  112 1110,11211g'112 
/ - - , ,  / .... +l 118'112 1,,,×~ 
A-tx/~ (ILB'[12)"IIQ~II2 IIg~ll-' 
z= -,,, - ,V"(A - I IB ' I I2)  1,,,×~. 
I lenee, for the ith component of x~, we have 
t n~ (liB 112) IIQII211g'[ie m 
A'"(A -IIB'II._,) / = ~111 
A'", ; .... '~"+ ,~" ' A '+'"(d;)- r 
( m • Ii1 t ~"d l  in~ 
A'"(A -I]B']I2) 
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P~lt 
,~* t  ~ IIItLX. 
'" l ldll + Id;,I 
l .  II/~'11~. Et .... , ,-,)/ 
. t; i s  From Lemma l l, we have that .~,-m> 0 for A > A*'. Therefore. I ,  
nomw~ative for A /> A* = m~Lx I ~ ,. ,,, A*:. • 
A, PPEN I ) IX  
()m' known result, l .a'mma 9, has been used wi lhout proof  in the main 
discussion. Iu the following, we snppl.v a proof  f i ,  interested readers. \vlfich 
can be fimnd in [13] but is slightly modif ied here. 
l'roo.['o[. I ,e',lll l i l t /  ,0. 
l,ot u a ---= Z~.  A'u, and w a = ,--i ,, w, with uKtc r ~ ( ) .Then 
x, . a',,, zy ...v,, zL., a' ',,,, " 
,~ (E,~_,,~,' ,,,V u', , J .  h 
] l< 'nco ,  
Y'. ,v %,  = ,v ; ' . .  ~ a % 
t ' -O  l : "  I , t " l .  h 
By dire'c! mnltipliuation, term collec'tion and c~wl'f'iuieul comparison, w~, have 
i 
u, . /  = Y'- u, '~, ,k  I z*  fi~r i = - I , . - L  + 1 . . . . .  K - I , .  
], -- I. -K  
Sine.  t l . ,  r ight-hand sides of  the above uqmtti~,ns contain ~mlv z~ fin 
k ' I. - K. I. - K + 1 . . . . .  L, we conclude that (=t. h . - .  z.i) = I) im- 
plies that u i = 0 fo r  i = 0 ,  1 . . . . .  K ,  i .e . ,  =,~ = 0 .  • 
I deeply appreciate the encouragement,  in.si~ht, and .stimulation f rom my 
mhi.sor Pr~!fe.~'.~'or Ar thur  F Veinott. Jr., i~ the dere lo l ,m'nt  ~!f thi.s research. I 
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am truly indebted for his suggesting to me the problem of solving pencils of 
equation., and linear programs. He greatly improved the organization and 
exposition of the paper, and suggested new results and definitions during his 
reading. Without his help, the paper could never have been simplified so 
much. In particular, the properties of simple penciL, of matrices, a simplified 
proof for counting the running time of the canonical-form reduction algo- 
rithm, and the procedure for comparing two ratios of Laurent expansions 
(which simplifies tep 3' of the asymptotic simplex method) are all due to him. 
I also deeply appreciate the referees of Linear Algebra and Its Applica- 
tions who provided many useful comntents and suggestions fi~r improving the 
quality of the paper, and the Associate Editor, Professor Uriel G. Rothblum, 
who offered kind and timely help. 
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